Item 1: passed unanimous.
I Sir Vladimir Tolos ask for my Knight Champion rank returned.

Item#2 passed 9 for 2 against Sovereign of Vega for Sovereign of Galandor for
Change section IV, D of the L.I., Minister of Rolls
-Change II, C, 1, i. as follows
Receive an Official Membership Card issued by the member’s Kingdom Rolls Officer; and,
-Strike IV, D, 1, b.
-Add the following within section IV, D, 2. renumber as needed.
The Kingdom officer shall issue Membership Numbers and Cards.
Kingdom officers are will use numbers provided by imperial officer.
Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA

Item 3: passed unanimous.
Strike section IX, I. and replace with the following.

Proposed Policy I. All membership dues are to be paid directly to the Imperial Exchequer by
either the published P.O. Box or through the Imperial Website via PayPal. It will be the responsibility
of the Imperial Exchequer to update the address section on the membership form and to send it to all
appropriate officers, including the Imperial Web Minister. Additionally, it is the Imperial Exchequer’s
responsibility to maintain the Imperial PayPal account. When a member pays for, or renews their
membership, via the PayPal option on the Imperial Website, the PayPal account should be set so that
the receipt of payment is sent to the Imperial Exchequer and each Kingdom Rolls Officer. On a weekly
basis, the Imperial Exchequer will process all memberships received and will transfer the original
signed copy of the membership form to the Imperial Rolls Officer, keeping a copy of the form on file
for the Imperial Exchequer’s office. The Imperial Rolls Officer will then, on a monthly basis, update the
rolls information and send out updates to all Kingdom Rolls Officers.
Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA

Item 4: to be addressed by secretary

Correct Imperial Policy R.
According to Imperial Policy Y, the Kingdom of Ostgard’s lifetime statehood was revoked. Please
correct Policy R to fall in line with this.
Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA

Item 5: passed unanimous.
Strike Imperial Policy Z
Reasoning: This item is no longer valid. Additionally, the Kingdom of Galandor in its current state does
not agree with this policy any longer and will follow the membership requires set within the L.I.
Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA

Item 6:
Please verify Imperial Policy AA
I do not believe there is currently a P.O. Box being kept within the state of Arizona. Please verify.
Galandor will be happy to help if one still needs to exist.
Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA

Item 7: passed unanimous.
Add to the L.I. and/or IMOC where necessary.
Missile Combat
1. No missile weapon may be gleaned from the combat field. In order for a missile to be re-fired it must
first be inspected by a marshal. It is encouraged, should the field scenario allow for it, for a hold to be
called during combat so that marshals may collect, inspect, and redistribute missiles. In period combat
there would be an almost never ending supply of these weapons as reserves would be gleaning from the
field or making new.
2. Javelins, as they are hand-thrown weapons, move slower than arrows. As such, they may be struck
out of the air or deflected with other weapons. Any scenario where these weapons are actually
simulating siege weapons, this rule is exempt.
Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA

Item 8: passed unanimous.
Add the following to the Imperial Manual of Archery where appropriate and numbered as
appropriate.
Ranks (Definition)/Sumptuary
Ranks are received by meeting the defined criteria. It is possible to skip ranks if the qualifying scores are
achieved.
1. Novice: 3 consecutive scoring rounds (Archer in training)
2. Archer: 3 consecutive scores of 26 – 45 (Commoner called into arms by their Liege. Could only
afford, or was only provided, bow)
a. Awarded the Kingdom Archery Badge with a Black tassel
b. Kingdom Archery Badge is a crafted round badge to be worn on the belt or somewhere
fitting of the individual archer. The Badge is blazoned with a crossed set of gold arrows
with Fluer de lis tips over a white field.
3. Marksman: 3 consecutive scores of 46 – 65 (Royal archers of the “Palace Guard”; an elite group
of troops chosen to guard their Liege’s land)
a. Awarded a White tassel to be placed on the Kingdom Archery Badge
4. Bowman: 3 consecutive scores of 66 – 88 (Skilled marksmen chosen to join the highest ranks of
archers on the field of battle)
a. Awarded a Gold tassel to be placed on the Kingdom Archery Badge
5. Bowman Elite: 3 consecutive scores of 86 – 105 (Grand marshal of all archery troops; teaches
and instructs all matters of archery within the land decisions)
a. Awarded a Kingdom Master Bowman Badge to replace the Kingdom Archery Badge
b. Kingdom Bowman Badge is a crafted round badge to be worn on the belt or somewhere
fitting of the individual archer. The Badge is emblazed with a crossed set of blue arrows
with Fluer de lis tips over a gold field.
6. Master Bowman: 3 consecutive scores of 106 – 120 (Elite Bowman of the land. Personally guards
their Liege; assists their Liege in tactical decisions)
a. Awarded three tassels, each containing colors of black, white and gold, to replace the
three tassels of previous ranks.
Authorized Ranking Rounds
1. To achieve ranking within archery, a member must participate in an official Royal Round. A Royal
Round consists of the following:
a. 6 arrows at 40 yards
b. 6 arrows at 30 yards
c. 6 arrows at 20 yards
d. speed round at 20 yards; firing as many arrows as safely able
2. A member may only gain 1 score per day of an event. If multiple Royal Rounds are completed in
a single day, the archer will only keep the highest scoring round.

3. All scores will be collected and kept by the Territory Archery Captain who will report to the
Kingdom Rolls Officer. Please note that there is currently no official point system for Archery
within the ECS. Until that time, all scores and ranks will be kept locally in an “unofficial” manner.
Speed Rounds
1. In a speed round, an archer has 30 seconds to fire as many arrows as they safely are able.
2. There must be 1 marshal who will be the time keeper and watch the line.
3. The marshal will instruct the archers to take the line once it is safe to do so. Each archer may
nock an arrow but not fire until the time begins.
4. To begin, the marshal will perform a 5 second countdown and instruct the archers to begin. This
is done in the fashion of “Archers ready, in 5...4...3...2...1...Begin.”
5. To end, the marshal will perform a 5 second countdown and instruct the archers to stop. This is
done in the fashion of at 25 seconds states, “5...4...3...2...1...Hold.”
6. If any archer RELEASES an arrow before the “B” of Begin or after the “d” of Hold, their highest
scoring arrow will be deducted.
Scoring Shots
1. All official Royal Rounds are performed using standard 60 cm FITA targets.
2. There are 5 scoring zones on each target:
a. Gold- 5 pts.
b. Red- 4 pts.
c. Blue- 3 pts.
d. Black- 2 pts.
e. White- 1 pt.
f. Hitting the target outside the white ring- Good job! You don’t need to hunt for missed
arrows.
3. If an arrow hits a line dividing 2 rings:
a. The higher score is taken; marshal’s call.

Submitted by Viscount Sir Gerrit Kendel, KMn, KB, KA
Item 9: by suggestion of the board of directors
Create the officer position Territory Archery Captain.
In the LI

No more than 10% can be knights in the realms.
This item struck by the president

Kevin Kimbrell
Wipe out all the rules and start over from scratch???
This item struck by the president

Ministry projects
Sir Adon von Hesser, VP and president
Project Passes without opposition.
Treasurer Sir Lassidor Vandalina
Project Passes without opposition.
Secretary Sir Vladimir Tolos
Project Passes without opposition.
VP Justin Ashcroft
Sir Adon does not support project.
Project does not pass.
Arts unknown position
Combat Sir Vladimir Tolos
Published new Imoc
Project Passes without opposition.
Ex checker Sir Lassidor Vandalina
Will not accept project fundamentally the same job as treasurer.
Sovern of arms Dame Chimera
Project Passes without opposition.

Web Minister, Dame Valdis Hertogafru.
Project Passes without opposition.

